Effect of superficial velocity on liquid injectivity in SAG foam EOR. Part 1: Experimental study
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ABSTRACT

Surfactant-alternating-gas (SAG) is a preferred method of foam injection, which is a promising means of enhanced oil recovery. Liquid injectivity in a SAG process is commonly problematic. Our previous studies suggest that the liquid injectivity can be better than expected due to the existence of a collapsed-foam region formed during the gas-injection period ahead of the liquid-injection period. A single superficial velocity was used in those studies to examine the flow behavior during gas- and liquid-injection periods, separately. However, in radial flow from an injection well, superficial velocity decreases with distance from the injection well. Understanding the effect of superficial velocity on gas and liquid injectivities is important, but remains unexplored. In this study, we first examine gas injection at different superficial velocities following foam injection. We then study the effect of liquid superficial velocity on the liquid injectivity following a similar volume of gas injection. Our results show that during a prolonged period of gas injection following foam, the propagation velocity and the total mobility of the collapsed-foam bank are not significantly affected by the gas superficial velocity. During liquid injection after a period of gas injection, the dimensionless propagation velocities and the total mobilities of the forced-imbibition bank and the gas-dissolution bank follow a power-law dependence on the liquid superficial velocity. Liquid fingering through the weakened-foam region shows strongly shear-thinning behavior. It is also observed from X-ray computer-tomography experiments that the liquid fingers are wider if the liquid superficial velocity is greater. The impact of the shear-thinning behavior on the estimation of liquid injectivity in a field application is the subject of a companion paper.

1. Introduction

Foam is a well-known method for enhanced oil recovery, due to its capability for improving gas sweep efficiency [1–3]. There are two main foam-injection strategies: co-injection of gas and surfactant solution, and injecting gas and surfactant solution alternatively. Surfactant-alternating-gas (SAG) injection [4,5] is a favored method for foam injection into a formation because of the excellent gas injectivity and the reduced risk of facility-corrosion issues [6]. However, a SAG process often suffers from poor liquid injectivity. The pressure rise at the injection well can be great, in turn fracturing the well [7,8]. Several studies have been performed for liquid injectivity directly after steady-state foam injection [9–16]. Liquid injectivity following full-strength foam is very poor.

In our previous study, we examined liquid injectivity after a period of gas injection, as in a SAG process [16]. We found that a period of gas injection significantly affects the subsequent liquid injectivity in a SAG process [16]. During the gas-injection period, a collapsed-foam region forms near the injection face, in which foam completely collapses or greatly weakens, leaving a limited amount of trapped gas. The collapsed-foam region slowly propagates downstream. During subsequent liquid injection, liquid first quickly imbibes into the collapsed-foam region, and then fingers through the trapped foam further downstream. Various banks are observed in our coreflooding experiments. During the gas-injection period, the core is occupied by the collapsed-foam bank and the weakened-foam bank. During the subsequent liquid-injection period, the collapsed-foam bank, the forced-imbibition bank and the gas-dissolution bank are observed. These banks are not represented in...
current foam simulators [17]. If the core-scale behavior is scaled up to radial flow in the field, the near-well region is then occupied by various banks as shown in Fig. 1. In our previous studies [16,17], the forced-imbibition bank was called liquid-fingering bank.

In our previous work, gas and liquid slugs were each injected at one superficial velocity. However, in radial flow around an injection well, the superficial velocity changes with the radius. It is important to understand the flow behavior at various superficial velocities during the gas- and liquid-injection periods, which could have strong impact on injectivity in a SAG process.

In this study, we examine the flow behavior during gas and liquid injection in a SAG process at various superficial velocities. CT scanning is applied to help understand the difference in the flow phenomena during liquid injection at relative low and high superficial velocities.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Materials

The coreflood experiments are conducted with a Berea sandstone core sample. The core is 17-cm long, with a 3.8-cm diameter. The measured average permeability of the core is 160 mD and the measured average porosity is 0.2. The permeability is calculated from the pressure gradients during liquid (brine) flow through the core at varies flow rates. The porosity is determined from the CT measurements.

Surfactant solution with concentration of 0.5 wt% is prepared by mixing synthetic brine and AOS C14-16 surfactant. The synthetic brine (3 wt% salinity) contains five salts, i.e. sodium chloride (1.84 wt%), magnesium chloride (0.73 wt%), sodium sulphate (0.28 wt%), calcium chloride (0.1 wt%) and potassium chloride (0.05 wt%) [16]. Nitrogen gas with 99.99% purity is supplied from a gas cylinder.

2.2. Experimental setup

Fig. 2 schematically shows the experimental apparatus. The 17-cm-long Berea core is built into a core holder and placed vertically inside an oven in order to maintain the experimental temperature at 90 °C. Pressure drop is measured across five sections. The inlet and outlet sections are both 2.2 cm long, and the three middle sections are each 4.2 cm long. To avoid the entry effect and the capillary-end effect, we only study the three middle sections, i.e. Sec. 2 – 4 in the schematic (Fig. 2). Gas and surfactant solution are injected from the bottom of the core to minimize the effect of gravity override. They are either co-injected to generate steady-state foam or injected alternatively to study SAG processes. The injection velocities of gas and surfactant solution are controlled by a mass-flow controller and a liquid pump, respectively. All experiments are conducted with a 40-bar back pressure.

We also repeat two experiments supplemented with X-ray computer-tomography measurements to relate the water saturation to the pressure gradient. In the CT-scan experiments, the oven is replaced by an electric heating jacket to maintain the core temperature at 90 °C. The core is placed horizontally. The pressure gradients are comparable to the corresponding experiments with the core placed vertically. A third-generation Siemens Somatom CT scanner is used.

2.3. Experimental procedure

The same Berea core is used for all experiments except the CT-scan experiments. In the CT-scan experiments, a similar core from the same block (measured average permeability 160 mD, and measured average porosity 0.2) is used. In each experiment, we first generate state-state foam in the core by co-injecting nitrogen and surfactant solution. After each experiment, the core is restored to remove trapped gas by flushing it with 10 PV of cleaning solution (50% isopropanol and 50% tap water) followed by 20 PV of tap water, and then CO2 is injected to displace the remaining gas, finally vacuuming before re-saturating the core with brine. The permeability is measured each time to ensure the core is under a similar initial condition.

We first examine the effect of gas-slug size on subsequent liquid injection, especially the length of the plateau in pressure gradient. We then study the effects of gas and liquid superficial velocities on flow behavior during the gas- and liquid-injection periods, respectively. We also study the effect of initial foam quality (gas fractional flow), i.e. 0.6-quality foam (low-quality regime) and 0.95-quality foam (high-quality foam) on the liquid-injection period. The foam quality is the value at the outlet of the core. CT scanning is applied in two experiments to visualize the flow behavior when liquid is injected at a relative low superficial velocity (2 ft/day) and high superficial velocity (200 ft/day) after a similar amount of gas injection. The sequence of experiments are summarized in Table 1.

3. Results

3.1. Effect of gas-slug size on liquid flow in weakened-foam bank

In our previous work [16], we show that liquid injectivity is strongly affected by the period of gas injection ahead of it. The larger the amount of gas injected, the bigger the collapsed-foam bank created. Liquid then quickly fills the collapsed-foam bank, and then more slowly fingers through the weakened-foam bank. In this study, we conduct a
series of coreflood experiments to investigate the impact of the previous period of gas injection on liquid flow in the weakened-foam bank. In all the cases, 0.95-quality steady-state foam is injected initially. Various amounts of gas are then injected before the liquid slug, ranging from about 7.5 PV to about 150 PV. Finally, liquid is injected at a superficial velocity of about 2 ft/day ($7.06 \times 10^{-6}$ m/s). Since we aim to study the flow behavior in the weakened-foam region (the region beyond the collapsed-foam region), we study only the pressure gradients in Section 4, which is beyond of the collapsed-foam bank even after about 150 PV gas injection (Fig. 3).

As shown in Fig. 3, the plateau in pressure gradient during liquid injection following about 7.5 PV gas injection lasts roughly 5 PV, and the period increases gradually to about 9 PV for liquid injection following about 150 PV gas injection. This suggests that the larger gas slug injected, the longer that pressure gradient holds nearly constant during subsequent liquid injection. However, the plateau values are not strongly affected by the amount of gas injected, as long as the collapsed-foam bank has not penetrated the region of interest. There are some possible reasons for this phenomenon. After liquid fills the collapsed-foam bank, liquid quickly imbibes into the trapped foam further downstream, establishing a plateau in pressure gradient. Unsaturated

![Table 1](image)

**Table 1** Summary of core-flood experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Initial foam quality</th>
<th>Gas injection</th>
<th>Liquid injection</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Superficial velocity [ft/day]</td>
<td>Amount [PV]</td>
<td>Superficial velocity [ft/day]</td>
<td>Amount [PV]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>112.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
injected liquid then dissolves gas in the collapsed-foam region, an unstable process leading to formation of liquid-saturated fingers taking almost all the liquid flow. The process appears to be similar to formation of wormholes during acid injection into carbonates \[18\]. Ahead of these fingers, in the forced-imbibition bank, liquid is saturated and no gas is dissolved. The larger the gas slug injected, the larger is the collapsed-foam region formed during gas injection. More liquid becomes saturated in contact with all the gas in the collapsed-foam region. Therefore, the propagation of the front of gas dissolution is delayed, and the plateau in pressure gradient downstream is prolonged.

### 3.2. Effect of gas superficial velocity

We first investigate the effect of the initial foam quality on the subsequent gas-injection period. Two foam qualities are examined, i.e. \(f_s = 0.6\), in the low-quality regime, and \(f_s = 0.95\), in the high-quality regime \[19,20\]. Gas is then injected at 3 ft/day (\(1.06 \times 10^{-5}\) m/s) for both cases. As presented in Fig. 4, in both cases, the second decline in pressure gradient propagates in a wave from the inlet to downstream. Take the furthest section of interest (Section 4), for example. The plateau values of the pressure gradients for the two cases are comparable, i.e. about 10 bar/m. The propagation velocities of the collapsed-foam bank are also similar in the two cases; the collapsed-foam bank reaches the end of Section 4 after about 300 PV gas injection for both cases. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that there is no strong effect of the initial foam quality on the collapsed-foam bank during the gas-injection period. However, in the very beginning of the gas-injection period, the pressure gradient shoots up to about 150 bar/m with 0.6-quality initial foam, while it is about 75 bar/m for the case with 0.95-quality initial foam. The flow behavior at the leading edge of the gas deserves further study, however, it is not the focus of this study.

Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of the gas superficial velocity on gas injectivity and the propagation of the collapsed-foam bank. Three superficial velocities are examined: 3 ft/day, 6 ft/day and 9 ft/day (\(1.06 \times 10^{-5}, 2.12 \times 10^{-5}\) and \(3.18 \times 10^{-5}\) m/s). The pressure gradients are shown in terms of local pore volume (LPV) in order to show the dimensionless propagation velocity of the collapsed-foam bank more clearly. As defined in our previous work \[16\], the local pore volume (LPV) is defined as the volume injected (PV injected) divided by the cumulative pore volume from a given position back to the inlet (PV in place). The front of a bank is thus propagates with a dimensionless velocity defined as \((\text{PV in place})/\text{PV injected}\).

For both Sections 3 and 4, the plateau values in pressure gradient change from 10 bar/m to 20 bar/m as the gas superficial velocity increases from 3 to 9 ft/day. The plateau value in pressure gradient is affected by the gas superficial velocity. Since our main interest lies in the effect of a period of gas injection on the subsequent liquid injectivity in a SAG process, we care more about the effect of the gas superficial velocity on the collapsed-foam bank. As shown in Fig. 5, the pressure gradient becomes very small after a prolonged period of gas injection, which indicates foam collapse or great weakening. The total mobility \((\text{VP}/u_f)\) of a bank is calculated from the pressure gradient \((\text{VP})\) and the total superficial velocity \((u_f)\) based on Darcy’s Law (approximating foam flow as single phase-flow). As presented in Fig. 5, the total mobility of the collapsed-foam bank is not significantly affected by the superficial velocity during gas injection.

The collapsed-foam bank arrives at the end of Sections 3 and 4 after

![Fig. 4. Pressure gradient during gas injection at 3 ft/day following various qualities of foam. (a) 0.6-quality foam. (b) 0.95-quality foam.](image-url)

![Fig. 5. Propagation of the collapsed-foam bank during gas injection at various superficial velocities. (a) Section 3, (b) Section 4.](image-url)
about 300–400 LPV gas injection. In other words, the collapsed-foam bank propagates with a dimensionless velocity between 1/400 and 1/300 for the cases examined. Moreover, there is no consistent trend of the propagation velocity with the gas superficial velocity in Fig. 5. We conclude for simplicity that the collapsed-foam bank propagates with a similar dimensionless velocity for various gas superficial velocities examined, i.e. about 1/350.

The properties of the banks during the gas-injection period in a SAG process at various superficial velocities are summarized in Table 2.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bank</th>
<th>Superficial velocity [ft/day]</th>
<th>Dimensionless velocity [-]</th>
<th>Total mobility [m²/Pa·s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collapsed-foam</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.80 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>4.69 × 10⁻⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collapsed-foam</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.80 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>3.52 × 10⁻⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collapsed-foam</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.30 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>4.12 × 10⁻⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foam Bank</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Initially present</td>
<td>1.56 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foam Bank</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Initially present</td>
<td>2.34 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foam Bank</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Initially present</td>
<td>2.34 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3. Effect of liquid superficial velocity

In this section, we present the effect of the liquid superficial velocity on liquid injectivity in a SAG process. We conduct a series of experiments in which surfactant solution is injected at various superficial velocities ranging from 2 ft/day (7.06 × 10⁻⁶ m/s) to 200 ft/day (7.06 × 10⁻⁴ m/s). In all the experiments, a similar amount of gas (about 150 PV) was injected before liquid injection.

Although gas was injected at the same superficial velocity (6 ft/day) in all these cases, the propagation velocities of the collapsed-foam bank may not be exactly the same in each case, and therefore the collapsed-foam bank may not reach the same position for different cases. The total mobility and the dimensionless propagation velocity of liquid flowing in the collapsed-foam bank are not significantly affected by the superficial velocity of liquid. Here we focus on the flow behavior in the section of the core where foam still remains after a period of gas injection: specifically, Section 4, which is beyond the collapsed-foam bank in all the experiments.

As presented in Fig. 6, liquid injection at both low (2 ft/day) and high (200 ft/day) superficial velocity shows similar overall behavior. The pressure gradient first shoots up to a large value, then holds for a while, and decreases gradually. This suggests that liquid first enters the core with a relative high mobility (the initial low pressure gradient); then liquid disperses across the core cross section. Thereafter, gas dissolution into unsaturated liquid triggers formation of liquid fingers. Liquid then fingers through the trapped gas. The forced-imbibition and gas-dissolution bank moves as a wave from the inlet towards the outlet, as discussed in our previous work [16]. However, the plateau in pressure gradient for liquid injection at a high superficial velocity (Fig. 6b) is not as obvious as the one for liquid injection at a low superficial velocity (Fig. 6a). It takes a much longer time for the pressure gradient to decrease to the final stage (about 30 PV) for liquid injection at a high superficial velocity (200 ft/day), while it only takes about 2 PV for liquid injection at a low superficial velocity (2 ft/day). In other words, more liquid is needed to dissolve gas at a higher liquid superficial velocity.

In order to understand the difference in flow pattern during liquid injection at low and high superficial velocities in a SAG process, we conduct two CT-scan experiments. The dynamic changes in water saturation are measured and related to mobility changes (Figs. 7-9). About 150 PV gas was injected before the liquid-injection period. Liquid is then injected at either 2 ft/day or 200 ft/day.

Fig. 7 presents the axial water-saturation profile of the middle of the core during liquid injection at 2 ft/day (Fig. 7a) and 200 ft/day (Fig. 7b) after a similar amount of gas injection (150 PV). Initially, when the core is filled with steady-state foam, the water-saturation profiles for the two cases are comparable (top row of the figures). In the second row of the figures, the yellow lines indicate the front of the collapsed-foam bank after a similar amount of gas injection following steady-state foam. As shown in the reconstructed CT images, the collapsed-foam bank arrives at a similar position for the two cases examined. Beyond the collapsed-foam bank, the color at the top of the images is somewhat darker than that of lower places. This implies that foam is drier at the top; however, foam is not collapsed or greatly weakened there according to the pressure gradient. During the liquid-injection period, for both liquid superficial velocities, liquid first quickly imbibes into the collapsed-foam bank. In the weakened-foam region beyond the collapsed-foam region, liquid flows primarily through a liquid finger at the low superficial velocity (2 ft/day). For liquid injection at the high superficial velocity (200 ft/day), liquid flows through the entire cross-section, in spite of the presence of a liquid finger (Fig. 7).

![Fig. 6](image-url) Pressure gradients during liquid injection at various superficial velocities after a similar amount of gas injection (150 PV). (a) 2 ft/day, (b) 200 ft/day.
Fig. 8 shows the cross-sectional water-saturation profile at a position (1.5 cm from the inlet) within the collapsed-foam bank. At the low liquid superficial velocity, liquid first sweeps the entire cross section, then a preferential path forms. At the high liquid superficial velocity, liquid imbibes uniformly into the whole cross section. There is no preferential path, illustrated by the nearly-uniform water-saturation distribution. Unsaturated liquid dissolves gas across the whole cross section.

Fig. 9 compares the cross-sectional water-saturation profile at a position (12 cm from the inlet) beyond the collapsed-foam region for liquid injection at the two superficial velocities. At the low superficial velocity (Fig. 9a), liquid sweeps the whole cross section (color changes from dark to light blue) in the beginning. A liquid finger then becomes visible at this position after about 4.6 PV liquid injection, and grows outwards over time. Presumably, nearly all liquid flows through the liquid finger, since the liquid relative permeability would be much greater there. However, at the high superficial velocity (Fig. 9b), no liquid finger is visible after a similar amount of liquid injection, i.e. 4.5 PV. Liquid sweeps the entire cross section. Over time, water saturation increases throughout the cross-section, indicating gas dissolution into unsaturated liquid flowing through the regions. At a greater pressure gradient, liquid is forced into the whole cross-section, not just the finger, and the formation and propagation of the finger is delayed at a higher superficial velocity. The mechanism may be similar to that of wormhole formation in acidization of carbonates, where acid sweeps more uniformly and fingering is suppressed at a greater superficial velocity [18].

Fig. 10 compares the pressure gradients in the same section (Section 4) during liquid injection at various superficial velocities. The forced-imbibition bank and the gas-dissolution bank show strongly shear-thinning behavior. For the forced-imbibition bank, the plateau value of the pressure gradient rises only about a factor of two as the superficial velocity rises 100 times, from 2 ft/day to 200 ft/day. For the gas-dissolution bank, the shear-thinning behavior is not as strong as for the forced-imbibition bank. However, still, the pressure gradient at the final stage increases only about 30 times when the superficial velocity is 100 times greater.

In the experiments discussed above, the core is always initially saturated with 0.95-quality foam. Fig. 11 shows that the flow behavior during the liquid-injection period in a SAG process is not significantly affected by the initial foam quality, for liquid injection at both the low and high superficial velocities. This suggests that, regardless of the details of the foam state before gas injection (in this case, initial foam quality, in the low- or high-quality regime), foam in the core reaches a similar state after a similar volume of gas injection, as long as the foam is not collapsed or greatly weakened then. A separate study [21] found
that the mobilities and properties of the near-well banks during liquid and gas injection were similar for the first slugs and subsequent slug injection.

The properties of the banks observed during the liquid-injection period at various superficial velocities are summarized in Table 3. The fitting of the data to the specific values of bank mobilities and propagation velocities is described in our companion paper [22].

4. Concluding remarks

In this work, we investigate the effect of superficial velocities of gas and liquid on the gas- and liquid-injection periods in a SAG process. The experimental findings are summarized as follows:

- In a SAG foam process, the more gas injected before the liquid slug, the longer the plateau in pressure gradient during the liquid-injection period. Beyond the collapsed-foam bank, the plateau in pressure gradient is not strongly affected by the volume of gas injected before the liquid slug.
- During the gas-injection period, the total mobility and the dimensionless propagation velocity of the collapsed-foam bank are not significantly affected by the gas superficial velocity.
- During the liquid-injection period, the flow behavior is strongly affected by the liquid superficial velocity. The forced-imbition bank and the gas-dissolution bank show strongly shear-thinning behavior. This suggests that reducing injection rate during liquid injection may not reduce the pressure rise at the well as much as might be expected.
- At a low liquid superficial velocity, liquid fingers through the

Fig. 9. Cross-sectional water-saturation profile at a position 12 cm from inlet (beyond the collapsed-foam bank) during liquid injection at various superficial velocities. (a) 2 ft/day, (b) 200 ft/day.

Fig. 10. Pressure gradient in Section 4 (beyond the collapsed-foam region) during liquid injection at various superficial velocities following a similar amount of gas injection (about 150 PV).

Fig. 11. Pressure gradient in Section 4 during liquid injection after about 150 PV gas injection with different initial foam qualities. (a) 2 ft/day, (b) 200 ft/day.
Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bank</th>
<th>Superficial velocity [ft/day]</th>
<th>Dimensionless velocity [-]</th>
<th>Total mobility [m²/Pa’s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liquid slug in Collapsed-foam Bank</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.46 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid slug in Collapsed-foam Bank</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.82 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid slug in Collapsed-foam Bank</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.95 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced-imbibition Bank</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>2.70 × 10⁻¹³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced-imbibition Bank</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>8.73 × 10⁻¹³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas-dissolution Bank</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>6.45 × 10⁻¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas-dissolution Bank</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>2.43 × 10⁻¹¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas-dissolution Bank</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>4.80 × 10⁻¹ⁱ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas-dissolution Bank</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>5.10 × 10⁻¹¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas-dissolution Bank</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>1.02 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas-dissolution Bank</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>1.65 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas-dissolution Bank</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>1.80 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The pressure gradient for liquid flowing through the weakened-foam region is not strongly affected by the details of the state of the foam at the start of gas injection (in this case, by initial foam quality). This is true for liquid injection at both low and high superficial velocities.
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